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Abstract
The growing significance of takaful industry (Islamic insurance) in Malaysia is expected to foster sustainable
economic growth in Malaysia. Further to this, Malaysia is recorded to be the major player and one of the fastest
takaful growth in Southeast Asia. As such, family takaful (Islamic life insurance) segment must be competitive
and innovative to increase market penetration and compete with their conventional counterparts. This paper aims
to propose a simple yet comprehensive conceptual model by identifying the main determinants that drive family
takaful demand in Malaysia. An extensive review of literature available has been carried out to achieve the
purpose. Several critical factors namely, agency system (al-wakalah), reputation of takaful operators, products
and services, marketing and advertising of takaful products, are found to be the main determinants for family
takaful demand.
Keywords: family takaful, Islamic life insurance, al-wakalah, Malaysia
1. Introduction
Insurance as practised in the conventional financial system refers to a financial protection system that serves as a
risk management strategy or tool, to reduce risk uncertainty and provides a planned financing technique that
distribute losses. Whereas, takaful system (Islamic insurance) is known as a concept of mutual cooperation
(ta’awun) and donation (tabarru’), where the risk is shared collectively and voluntarily by the group of
participants to guarantee mutual protection of the members (Dusuki, 2011; Redzuan et al., 2009). The takaful
term is derived from the Arabic word kafala, which mean ‘joint guarantee’ or ‘guaranteeing each other’ which
also explained as a group of individuals that guarantees each other against potential loss or damage faced by
anyone of them (see, Ahmad Musadik, 2010; Yusof, 2009).
Section 2 of the Malaysian takaful Act 1984 defines takaful as ‘a scheme based on the brotherhood, solidarity
and mutual assistance to the participants in case of need whereby the participants mutually agree to contribute or
donate for that purpose’. Takaful also can be referred to as a financial transaction of a mutual co-operation
between two parties towards providing a financial security for one of them against any misfortune (Ma’sum
Billah, 2003). Therefore, it can be said that takaful ta’awuni (Islamic co-operative insurance) is not a contract of
buying or selling, where a party offers and sells protection and other party accepts and buys the service at a
certain cost or price. Rather, it is an arrangement whereby a group of individuals each pay a fixed amount of
money, and compensation for the losses of members of the group are paid out of the total sum. Thus, it reflects a
sense of brotherhood and solidarity amongst the participants who are willing to help and assist one another in
times of difficulty and need. Accordingly, the holy Qur’an, in verse 5:2, mentioned that: “... help you one
another in Al-Birr and At-Taqwa (virtue, righteousness and piety); but do not help one another in sin and
transgression ...”.
In recent years, the takaful industry has become more diverse internationally and locally as there has been
tremendous increase in the number of takaful operators operating worldwide as well as in Malaysia. For instance,
the takaful market shows strong growth in countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and Brunei.
Meanwhile, in the Middle East, the takaful industry concentrates in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Iran, Qatar and Iran
with new takaful operations opening up in Egypt, UAE and Kuwait. This tremendous increase of takaful
operators in Malaysia open great opportunities for expansion in takaful market share and increased penetration.
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Abdul Hamid and Ab. Rahman (2011) have argued that the role of agency force is important as intermediaries
between customers and takaful operators which can contribute to the high performance for the takaful industry in
Malaysia. The industry is in good position to seize the enormous opportunities from the estimated 1.5 billion
Muslims around the world whom are currently underserved by the insurance industry (Abd. Kadir, 2011).
There are two types of takaful, namely general takaful and family takaful. At one hand, among significant
features of general takaful are short-term policy, contributions paid by participants are credited into the general
takaful fund, tabarru’ as the core element, no savings element and can be categorised into motor and non-motor
takaful. On the other, family takaful typically is long-term policy in nature, loosely comparable to conventional
life insurance. Participants aim at saving for their long-term needs, for example their children’s education, their
pension and compensation for dependants in the event of death and disability, amongst others. Family takaful
also covers two funds that are, savings (participant account) and investment elements (participant’s special
account or tabarru’).
This paper focuses on two main objectives. First, to identify critical factors that determine the family takaful
demand. Second, to develop a conceptual model for determinants of family takaful demand in the context of
Malaysian study.
The remainder of the paper is structured into six sections as follows: Section 2 justifies the problem statement of
the study. Section 3 describes research methodology. Section 4 provides an extensive review of literature on
determinants of family takaful demand. Then, a conceptual model on family takaful demand is proposed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the discussion.
2. Problem Statement
The global takaful industry has witnessed impressive growth, particularly over the last five years. However, the
performance of Malaysia takaful industry is still lags far behind in terms of total insurance market penetration
and share. According to Takaful Ikhlas President and Chief Executive Officer Datuk Syed Moheeb Syed
Kamarulzaman (2010), Malaysia’s penetration rate for takaful industry is around 10 percent, compared with
overall conventional insurance industry which is stood at 40 percent. It has been highlighted that the primary
target in takaful industry is the Muslim segment as the Muslim population in Malaysia comprises more than 60
percent of the total population (OSK Research Report, 2012). This fact represents a large untapped potential
market for takaful industry in Malaysia.
The Malaysian government entrusted Bank Negara Malaysia (Central Bank of Malaysia) to play an important
role in promoting takaful businesses by providing better financial infrastructure. Hence, the takaful industry in
Malaysia has been undergoing a steady growth and facing the rapid changes over the last five years. According
to Bank Negara Malaysia Report (2011) the growth of this industry can be seen through its business
performance. As shown in Table 1, the total of takaful business performance in term of gross contributions are
increased from RM2,255 millions in 2007 to RM4,295 millions in 2011. For family takaful business, the gross
contribution also increased from year to year. Similarly for general takaful business, the gross contributiosn are
increased albeit only at a slower pace which was from RM768 millions in 2007 to RM1,600 millions in 2011
compared with performance of family takaful business. In short, takaful industry in Malaysia has strongly
contributed by family takaful business compared with the general takaful business.
Table 1. Takaful business performance from years 2007 to 2011
Category
Year
FT
2007
GT
Total
FT
2008
GT
Total
FT
2009
GT
Total
FT
2010
GT
Total
FT
2011
GT
Total
Source: Bank Negara Malaysia Report (2011).
Notes: FT = Family Takaful, GT = General Takaful.

RM (million)
1,487
768
2,255
1,980
874
2,854
2,178
1,054
3,232
2,587
1,346
3,933
2,695
1,600
4,295
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Growth (%)
17.4
7.0
24.4
33.2
13.8
47
10.0
20.6
30.6
18.8
27.7
46.5
4.2
18.9
23.1
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Ernst & Young World Takaful Report (2011) Malaysia shows a strong takaful growth among Southeast Asia
countries. It is reported that there is a large untapped market that still exists with only 54 percent of the
population having a life insurance or family takaful policies in 2010 (Abd. Kadir, 2011). By focusing into family
takaful market, the family takaful penetration rate is merely 10 percent of the population in 2010 (OSK Research
Report, 2012). Therefore, it can be argued that family takaful market is facing a lower market penetration
compared to the conventional life insurance market in Malaysia. Many incentives are given by the Malaysian
government in promoting family takaful such personal tax relief for takaful contribution from RM5,000 to
RM6,000. In addition, new parliamentary initiatives from government such as the New Economic Model
(NEM), Economic Transformation Program (ETP) and the Tenth Malaysian Plan would lead to the growth in
demand for takaful products and services. Therefore, it is important to highlight why family takaful penetration
is still low and what are the factors that influence the family takaful demand.
3. Research Methodology
This paper uses qualitative approach by systematically review all relevant literature from various databases. To
have a clear and precise guidance in reviewing the literature, two research questions are developed. First, what
are the critical factors for the family takaful demand? Second, what is the proposed conceptual model for the
determinants of family takaful demand. In searching for literature only articles in established journals are
reviewed including Proquest, EBSCO, Web of Science - Social Citations Index and Business Source Premier. A
literature search produced a total of more than 100 articles, of which 36 are randomly picked for detailed review.
4. Literature Review
4.1 Empirical Evidence: Factors Related to Family Takaful Demand
It is worth noted that issues relating to takaful have always been discussed but little empirical study on the
determinants of family takaful demand has been conducted. Obviously, from the previous literature, there is very
limited research focusing on family takaful. Thus, it can be concluded that many researchers may have less
interest to explore issues related family takaful as compared to the conventional life insurance. The main reason
could be family takaful is still at its infancy stage. Among earlier study on family takaful is conducted Redzuan
et al. (2009) by using economic factors as determinants of family takaful demand. Their study aim to identify the
driving force of family takaful consumption in Malaysia. The main finding of the study indicated that income per
capita is a robust predictor of family takaful demand, while long term interest rate and composite stock index
have significant relationship with family takaful demand. A study by Yusoff (2009) also explored the
determinants of the demand for family takaful in Malaysia. In this study, they investigated both of the economic
and socio-demographic factors in order to determine the consumption of family takaful which is slightly
difference with study of Redzuan et al. (2009) in terms of variables used. Among demographic factors, this study
indicated that income, Islamic banking development, education, dependency ratio, and Muslim population
factors are positively related to family takaful demand. On the other hand, among economic factors, it is found
that inflation, real interest rate, financial development and life expectancy appear to be the significant factors that
influence the family takaful demand in Malaysia.
Meanwhile, Mohd Nor (2010) examined the awareness and ownership of family takaful plan among Muslim
community in Kuala Lumpur. His study is attempted to obtain a deeper understanding of the relationship
between levels of awareness and the purchase of family takaful plan. The results of the study indicate that the
level of awareness is very high. It was identified that the level of awareness has significant positive relationship
with respondents’ ownership of family takaful plan. Whereas, a study by Omar (2010) has found that the
perception of customers of Prudential BSN Family takaful and Prudential Life Insurance that takaful plan would
guarantee savings and protection to them. Besides, the study also found that from customers’ perception that
Shariah Supervisory Council plays an important role in ensuring the implementation of takaful in Malaysia.
In addition to this literature, the studies of Islamic finance as well as Islamic banking which related to the issue
were also being reviewed to understand the factors on selection of Islamic institutions which can be applied into
this current study on determinants of family takaful demand. For example, a survey by Gait and Worthington
(2008) have found that religion is the main factor considered by customers in Islamic finance, although further
pricing, bank reputation and quality of service are also very important criteria for bank customers. This is
supported by Al-Ajmi et al. (2009) who revealed that Islamic religious belief and social responsibility are the
two most important factors while cost benefit is the third most important factor considered in determine bank
selection. Adnan (2010) has examined the choice determinants of Islamic banking institution among Muslims in
Terengganu. This survey has found eight determinants factors consists of halal (permitted) and haram
(forbidden) consideration, quality consumption, maslahah return, consumption according to priority, reputation
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and recommendation, characteristics of products and services, convenience, and marketing and advertising. He
also has examined the relationship of these determinants with the demographic and religious adherence factors.
Amin et al. (2011) investigated the effects of the following factors: attitude; social influence; religious
obligation; government support; and pricing, on the intention to use Islamic personal financing. The study has
found that only three determinants to be significant in influencing the intention to use Islamic personal financing
namely attitude, social influence, and pricing of Islamic personal financing. Whereas, religious obligation and
government support are found to be insignificant predictors.
4.2 Determinants of Family Takaful Demand
Even though there are substantial study conducted on takaful, but research on family takaful is still very few
compared with conventional life insurance. As mentioned earlier, prior studies have attempted to examine
conventional life insurance demand are based on demographic factors (for example, Hammond et al., 1967;
Duker, 1969; Headen & Lee, 1974; Burnett & Palmer, 1984; Truet & Truet, 1990; Showers & Shotick, 1994;
Gandolfi & Miners, 1996; Lin & Grace, 2007; Yusof et al., 2009) and economic variables (for example,
Neumann, 1969; Cargill & Troxel, 1979; Babble, 1981, 1985; Lim & Haberman, 2004; Ching et al., 2010).
These economic factors also are employed in the study of family takaful demand (Redzuan et al., 2009; Sherif,
2009). However, the present paper focuses on the determinant factors of family takaful demand among Muslim
customers in Malaysia by examining various factors to provide a better understanding of how and why family
takaful purchases are made. Since the available relevant literature related to family takaful is very scarce, we also
rely on the literature related to Islamic finance and banking. Finally, we are able to conclude that there are four
main critical factors that could be significantly contribute to the family takaful demand.
4.2.1 The Agency System (Al-Wakalah)
The agency system or al-wakalah in the Arabic word is commonly used by takaful operators in distributing
family takaful products which is approved by Shariah (Islamic Jurisprudence). According to Bashir et al. (2011),
al-wakalah model is a form of relationship between the takaful operator and participant. In this case, takaful
operator acts as the participant’s agent and will be paid fees for the services provided. The fees are charged as a
fixed amount or percentage, or based on the agreed ratio from the investment profits (Abdul Hamid et al., 2010;
Bashir et al., 2011; Htay & Zaharin, 2012). A study by Annuar (2004) has revealed that customers prefer the
agency system (al-wakalah) in dealing with a takaful company. It is found that customers prefer to choose
agency system as it generates greater benefits to takaful operators while not causing any harm to customers
(Annuar, 2004; Annuar et al., 2001). However, Hamid and Othman (2009) have shown that most of the
respondents do not know or understand about the new concept of al-wakalah (agent) which contribute to less
participant in takaful.
4.2.2 Reputation and Recommendation
There are many studies which considered the reputation as one of the factors that contribute to the selection of
Islamic financial instituitions such as in finance, banking, as well as in insurance (Haron et al., 1994; Gerrard &
Cunningham, 1997; Naser et al., 1999; Al-Ajmi et al., 2009; Mansour et al., 2010; Bashir et al., 2011; among
others). Various studies (for example, Naser et al., 1999; Almossawi, 2001; Dusuki & Abdullah, 2007; Gait &
Worthington, 2008; Mansour et al., 2010) have affirmed that the reputation as of the important contributors in
the selection of Islamic banking among customers. It is in line with a takaful study, which found that majority of
respondents chose reputation as their reason for choosing takaful operator (Bashir et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the
recommendation made by families or friends also contribute in selecting Islamic financial system (Haron et al.,
1994; Gerrard & Cunningham, 1997; Metawa & Almossawi, 1998; Naser et al., 1999). In addition, Mansor
(2004) has found that one of the reasons why policyholders choose to join family takaful is because of the
recommendation of their families, friends and relatives. Hashim (2006) also has reported that most of their
respondents agreed that they know about family takaful from their family and friends.
4.2.3 Product and Services
There are number of studies focuses on both customers’ awareness and satisfaction of product and services in
Islamic financial system (see, Naser et al., 1999; Ahmad & Haron, 2002; Bley & Kuehn, 2003; Dusuki &
Abdullah, 2007; Al-Ajmi et al., Adnan, 2010; Mansour et al., 2010). While, a few of studies have focused only
on the consumers preferences to Islamic banking products (see, Gerrard & Cunningham, 1997; Metawa &
Almoswawi, 1998; Bley & Kuehn, 2003; Rammal & Zurbruegg, 2006). Meanwhile, some of the studies focused
on consumers’ attitude, perception and knowledge of Islamic financial products (Yusof & Shamsuddin, 2003;
Gait & Worthington, 2008). These studies have indicated that majority of customers prefer to choose products
and services that are conform to Shariah (Naser et al., 1999; Ahmad & Haron, 2002; Al-Ajmi et al., 2009;
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Mansour et al., 2010; Rustam et al., 2011). In addition, a study by Bashir et al. (2011) has documented that easy
to understand product is one of the critical reasons for choosing takaful operator.
4.2.4 Marketing and Advertising
There have been some research on marketing and advertising which can influence customers’ buying behaviour
(Abideen & Saleem, 2011; Gilaninia & Ghashlagh, 2012) and the selection of Islamic banks (Haron et al., 1994;
Gerrard & Cunningham, 1997; Hassan et al., 2008; Haque, 2010; Adnan, 2010; Hakim et al., 2011). Similarly,
other studies have indicated that there is significant relationship between effective marketing and advertising and
the consumers’ buying behaviour (Abideen & Saleem, 2011; Gilaninia & Ghashlagh, 2012). Moreover, Haron et
al. (1994), Gerrard and Cunningham (1997), and Adnan (2010) have argued that marketing and advertising
influence customers selection of Islamic banks.
5. Proposed Conceptual Framework
Based on the reviewed of relevant literature available, a conceptual model for determinants of family takaful
demand is developed. This study suggests that several factors such as the agency system (al-wakalah), reputation
and recommendation, products and services, marketing and advertising are considered important factors that
determine family takaful demand. The proposed model for this study is presented in Figure 1 as follows:
Agency System
(al-wakalah)

Reputation and
Recommendation

Family Takaful Demand

Product and Services

Marketing and
Advertising

Figure 1. A proposed conceptual model for determinants of family takaful demand
From the above, one can hypothesize that:
 There are positive relationships between variables namely agency system (al-wakalah), reputation and
recommendation, products and services, marketing and advertising with family takaful demand.
Hence, future study seeks to test the proposed conceptual model for family takaful demand particularly in the
context of Malaysia.
6. Conclusion
This paper seeks to come up with a conceptual model by identifying a set of determining factors that contribute
to the demand for family takaful. From the extensive review of relevant literature available, there are four factors
that could possibly influence family takaful demand. Further empirical study is therefore needed to examine
whether all of these factors contribute significantly to the family takaful demand. We expect a positive
relationship between the proposed critical factors that determine the demand for family takaful. Limitation of the
present study is that we have confined ourselves to published articles, both academic or practioner, which are
available to us from the four chosen databases. There maybe articles not brought to our attention, hence,
interpretation of the proposed model in this study on family takaful demand in Malaysia may be somewhat
limited.
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